
True crime, namely the means and motives for such has
intrigued me since youth. So much so, that by the age of 16 I
was ready to begin University in this area of passion. Early
University grew intrigue for means of crime prevention through
education of ethics, public policy and criminal behaviours. This
background aligned perfectly with the ethos of TICC. I originally
became interested in TICC in January of 2019 when my
criminology lecturer encouraged students to apply as AML
analysts. Upon hearing of the opportunity, my interest in
financial crime was borne. Further research into anti-money
laundering, particularly involving New Zealand, formed my
perspective that the full-service compliance offered by TICC is
essential for the current fiscal climate. The services offered
resonate with me as the comprehensive analysis of a variety of
transactions gives protection from a range of serious crime
such as money laundering, human trafficking and terrorist
funding. This research consequently compelled me to begin a
career with TICC.
 
I was fortunate enough to be employed as an AML analyst with
TICC. After a year in this position, I was incredibly lucky to
receive the first internship offered by TICC. This internship is in
correspondence with AUTs Work Integrated Learning paper
(WIL). Lee Thompson WIL paper leader from AUT’s School of
Social Sciences and Public Policy provided the following
statement;
 
“It’s fantastic to have TICC onboard and working together with
AUT to create work experience opportunities for students. Our
annual Work-integrated learning (WIL) programme helps
improve the work readiness and employability  of    future
graduates from within AUT’s School of Social Sciences and
Public Policy by enabling individuals in their final year of study
to integrate theoretical knowledge with real-world
practice.  TICC plays an important partnership role in our WIL
programme by  providing supervised experiential learning
opportunities across 100 volunteer work hours. During her WIL
placement, Gemma Davies has the opportunity to develop a
competitive advantage at TICC by building valuable workplace
relationships and identifying her future learning and career
development needs. In this way, Gemma will be well positioned
to take advantage of any future growth opportunities. I look
forward to reading about Gemma’s WIL experience as she
completes the remaining reflective learning assessments
included as part of the programme. Gemma, AUT wishes you
the very best of luck in successfully completing your
placement!” 

My internship under the leadership of Ivana Mlinac and Alice
Tregunna has exposed me to a wealth of knowledge about the
AML/CFT world. My position is assistant to Ivana 15 hours per
week in the establishment of the ATTIC research institute. As
of yet, this has included research organisation and collation
into analytic spreadsheets; development of public relations
platforms such as the ATTIC website, LinkedIn and Facebook;
and content for such sites such as educational advertising
materials, for example, social media posts, magazine articles
and explanatory videos. Overall this position stresses the
importance of the trenches of knowledge yet to be researched
upon New Zealand explaining the importance of research
institutes.
 
The assistant position allows a range of opportunities for me
to apply skills acquired from my Bachelor of Arts double major
in Criminology and Psychology. Namely, analytic knowledge
from AUT papers such as ‘Advanced Psychological Inquiry’,
technology and communication skills from papers such as
‘Brain and Behaviour’ and an understanding of AML/CFT and
criminal behaviour from ‘Crime and Deviance’. These skills
have been further developed and optimised throughout my
time at TICC.
 
My living wage paid internship along with student benefits,
allows me to solely focus on optimising learning opportunities,
increasing my readiness to enter the workforce full time. This
rate shows genuine interest in the ideas of trust and integrity
with myself, especially within the field of education. Overall,
reinforcing the importance of ATTIC research institute.
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